To Whom it May Concern,

**SFF-TA-1020**

Luxshare-ICT believes that it has obtained patent protection that may include claims essential to SFF-TA-1020. These include claims in patents within the families containing the following patents: US Patent Number 10096944, CN Patent Number 206471599, TW Patent Number M565419, CN Patent Number 210156592, CN Patent Number 210245775, CN Patent Number 210156592, and CN Patent Number 208256943.

In accordance with its obligations under the SNIA IP Policy, Luxshare-ICT hereby agrees that for any Essential Claims, issued now or in the future, Luxshare-ICT will grant a license on reasonable and non-discriminatory terms to companies requesting such a license. Please note that Luxshare-ICT reserves the right to increase the cost for a licensee that refuses to take a license and forces Luxshare-ICT to use legal action in order to enforce Luxshare-ICT's rights.